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THE  LAST  DECADE and a half has witnessed a 
level and variety of fruitful activity among American university and 
research libraries that may well mark this as one of the major periods 
in library history. This development has been rich in many aspects 
of library work, but markedly so in those that relate to the accumula- 
tion of books and other library resources for research. 
Several of the projects that have contributed to this efflorescence are 
of such large scale that it would be clear, even without reference to 
the background, that there must have been a considerable history of 
planning and urging that suddenly came into focus in the last fifteen 
years. (Even this background history, however, is relatively short, 
limited allnost to the present century. Wilson indicated that a great 
improvement in the opportunities for American scholars "has been 
effected through the enormous increase in American library holdings 
since 1900." Writing in 1938 about the development of American uni- 
versities out of colleges, Bishop said, "It is fair to say that since these 
colleges have become universities their libraries have held before 
them the goal of adequate provision of the materials for advanced re- 
search. . . . This aim is a development of the last seventy-five years, 
perhaps even the last forty years." On this particular point Kraus 
stated that "It was not until 1900 that graduate schools began to 
emerge from among our colleges and state and municipal universities." 
The sparse situation in the early years of the twentieth century can 
be seen conveniently in the studies and exhortations, from 1905 to 
1929, of Richardsone4 Often right on the track of developments that 
began to crystallize at mid-century, he was aware of "the poverty 
of American libraries in the matter of research books" and made in- 
ventories of certain periodicals and of source materials for European 
history to prove his case. He saw that the distribution throughout 
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the country of what we then had was extremely uneven, certain areas 
heavily duplicating materials that were totally lacking in other areas. 
He proposed "cooperation in purchase and distribution [and] the pre- 
requisite cooperative 1ist"and urged that certain libraries adopt subject 
specialties for which they would then have national responsibility. 
By the mid to late 1930's the situation had improved considerably. 
The previously cited articles by Wilson and Bishop clearly mark and 
synthesize the change, written as they are by thoughtful librarians 
after long and intimate acquaintance with research libraries. The 
number of books in American libraries had risen sharply. Wilson cited 
the growth of certain collections in the thirty years since 1900: the 
Library of Congress from slightly less than one million to four million 
three hundred thousand; Harvard from a half million to two and a 
half million; Chicago from three hundred thousand to almost a million. 
Major bibliographical tools, national in scope and thus basic to any 
cooperative work, had only recently been provided in the Union List 
of Serials (in 1927) and the National Union Catalog at the Library 
of Congress (implemented by a 1927 Rockefeller Foundation grant). 
Both writers, however, indicated a general lack of cooperation 
among librarians in the accumulation of resources. Wilson found that 
"evidences of actual organization and co-operation on the part of 
American libraries to provide essential source material . . . do not 
appear . . . frequently," and Bishop more strongly affirmed that "to 
anyone attempting a review of the history of American libraries as a 
group it is apparent that their growth has been almost entirely indi- 
vidual, unplanned with reference to any other library or group of 
libraries. . . . There appears to have been practically no concerted 
effort toward building up in the country as a whole a system of libraries 
designed to further the interests of scholarship and research." 
Even as they were writing, however, the period of large-scale co- 
operation was coming close. The groundwork was being laid by the 
American Library Association's rejuvenated Committee (later Board) 
on Resources of American Libraries, a group which in the succeeding 
years has been consistently vigorous and productive. In 1935 there was 
published a study report of the Committee that now appears as ger- 
minal rather than merely preliminary. I t  noted that the purpose of the 
Committee was "to cooperate with other national organizations in the 
study of existing resources for investigation and in an attempt to work 
out a program of collection which would result in the purchase of 
materials in lines not now covered and in the elimination of unwise 
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duplication." The first task, however, was to "sum up available in- 
formatioil on the research resources of American libraries and such 
sporadic efforts as have been made toward their coordination." The 
study report is the result of this summing-up, so interestiiig a review 
of certain developments up to this turning point in library history 
that it deserves greater durability than mimeograph paper provides. 
Here is a detailed, although admittedly not complete, record against 
which the Wilson and Bishop articles should be read and against 
which the accomplishments of the next fifteen years can be reviewed. 
One major proposal of the Committee for next essential action was 
that a "thorough going survey of materials should be made." 
A fairly precise gauge of the accomplishment since then, and of 
course before, in analyzing and reporting on library resources can be 
had by comparing the contents of this thirty-two page 1935 report 
with Downs' 1951 listing, sponsored by the same Board on Resources, 
of approximately six thousand articles, books, and journals that de- 
scribe American library collections.Vn his introduction Downs re-
ports that "the most striking proliferation of such material has occurred 
chiefly in the last generation." Here then is a detailed recording of 
ways in which we begin to know more about available resources for 
research. The introduction provides an analysis of the varieties of 
material included, but certain significant categories need mentioning 
here. Downs notes the importance of the several current periodicals, 
published by individual libraries, which "not only report systematically 
on current acquisitions, but are also retrospective, going back to de- 
scribe older items and collections." He says that "they constitute, 
therefore, valuable storehouses of information concerning these several 
libraries." I t  is interesting that of the eleven he lists, nine have been 
started since the mid 1930's. He does not undertake to list the more 
ephemeral, often mimeographed, newsletters of individual libraries, a 
fairly recent phenomenon also, in which a good deal of acquisitions 
information is often tucked away. 
Another significant category, the general surveys of libraries, in- 
cludes forty-eight items, virtually all of which have been published in 
the last fifteen years. Most impressive in this group are the full-scale 
regional surveys of resources, as distinguished from regional direc- 
tories of libraries. The first of these was of southern libraries,7 and 
others followed for the New York area and for the Pacific North- 
west.s Unfortunately no others seem to be in immediate prospect, 
although it may be that the importance of such surveys is less in 
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guiding scholars to materials than in assisting librarians to project 
other cooperative programs. Most of the surveys of individual libraries, 
whether short descriptive articles and handbooks or comprehensive 
studies, are also of recent years; others are under preparation, notably 
a comprehensive one at Yale. 
On a wider scale is the sequence of reports,1° undertaken by the 
American Library Association Board on Resources, of notable ma-
terials added to American libraries. In the first, covering the year 
1938-39, was expressed the expectation that, if continued from year 
to year, the enterprise would "build up a substantial body of informa- 
tion on the country's library holdings." After a decade's experience, 
the Board has recently issued a questionnaire about the usefulness 
of the reports in thcir present form. Certainly they are a problem to 
compile and difficult to use, but it is cqually true that the whole 
problem of creating a useable system of reports on resources, a prob- 
lem we have only recently started to attack, still requires much effort 
and experimentation at various levels.ll Such information is essential 
to knowing both what we have and what we lack and is thus basic 
to any planned program of acquisitions. 
Behind these many national, regional, local, and subject reports 
looms the National Union Catalog at the Library of Congress. Despite 
its ii~completeness it is still so important a record of the holdings of 
American libraries that Downs, in an excellent summary of the ques- 
tion of bibliographical control, has recently called it "the master 
key to bibliographical control in the United States." l2Recognizing the 
value of the National Union Catalog, the Library of Congress has 
recently made tentative estimates of the costs, including editing, of 
reproducing it in one form or another. 
Another index of national scope at the Library of Congress, one less 
frequently mentioned in recent years and less well known, is a record, 
by subject and locality, of 65,000 (in 1941) special collections in 
American libraries. This index bridges a long period between the 
work of the E. C. Richardson era, when it was begun, and the de- 
liberations of a 1941 Conference on LlLrary Specialization called by 
the American Library Association Board on ReviewingReso~rces.~3 
previous experience, the Conference reported that "despite the exten- 
sive attention given the theory of specialization . . . concrete action 
has been limited to a few scattered localities." Nonetheless the con- 
clusions of the Conference were only favorable to the concept of li- 
brary specialization; in fact it was a conviction of the Conference that 
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"the development of adequate library materials in America requires 
agreements on specialization in book acquisitions by the institutions 
of higher education." 
An acid negative vote was cast by &lortimer Taube after reading 
this report.14 He proposed that historical research, the kind of re-
search that has produced the library problem of endless book needs, 
is so "unprincipled in its needs as to make a rational division of in- 
terests . . . quite impossible." Only a "sounder historiography" could 
solve the problem, he thought. His statement of the problems in the 
way of agreements is useful, but in the light of recent developments 
it is clear that he was overly pessimistic. Certainly in the Farmington 
Plan there is now concrete evidence of the practical possibilities for 
specialization agreements, although of a type somewhat different 
from that around which earlier discussions centered. So generous is 
its conception that the Farmington Plan must stand as a milestone in 
American intellectual history. 
Discussion of it must begin, however, with earlier developments in 
the late years of the second world war. Boyd l5 correctly spoke of 
a landmark in the history of library cooperation in America in analyz- 
ing the significance of the Library of Congress Mission to Europe. 
Fortunately the Mission, or the Cooperative Acquisitions Project as it 
was later officially named, has been fairly ~7ell documented. Peiss, 
who directed a large portion of the vigorous activity in Europe, wrote 
exciting field reports,l6> l7 Clapp ls explored the purchase of books 
in Europe, and running accounts appeared in the Library of Congress 
Information Bulletin throughout the life of the program. Downs pre- 
pared a full summary report and assessment from the home front,19 
and Evans related the mission to other activities of the period.20 
For the purposes of this article the importance of the h4ission is 
less in its successful acquisition of a large stockpile of European publi- 
cations of the war years-two million pieces all told-than in the co- 
operative participation of some sixty-one university and research li- 
braries with the Library of Congress procurement program once it 
got under way and in the division of books among these libraries on 
a subject basis. This distribution pattern, worked out by a special com- 
mittee, had severe growing pains, and even some after pains, but the 
experience was instrumental in the birth of the Farmington Plan. 
Distribution on a subject basis of books cooperatively acquired, 
with the receiving libraries morally committed to record their intake 
in the National Union Catalog and to lend their intake via interlibrary 
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loan, is in effect successful library specialization. This was the basis 
of the Mission during its short life and is the basis of the Farmington 
Plan which looks toward permanence and wide expansion in its pro- 
curement program. 
The Farinington Plan has been widely studied and discussed, and 
it will be considered also in another article in this journal. Several basic 
articles on the Plan are listed as additional references to this paper. 
Here it need only be placed in the historical picture as an effectively 
functioning cooperative agreement among over fifty research libraries 
throughout the country. Statesmanlike in purpose and vigorously 
prosecuted, the Farmington Plan, whatever its incidental weaknesses, 
is a project of which American librarians can be reasonably proud 
and which finally commits us to a common pool of books in this 
country. 
Developed as an idea in a 1942 meeting of the Council of the 
Librarian of Congress, the plan was soon referred to the Association 
of Research Libraries which worked out procedures and set the plan 
into operation with the year 1948. Begun on a restricted and experi- 
mental basis to acquire current books in the trade of research impor- 
tance from three European countries, the Plan by now has expanded 
to cover the current book production of seventeen countries which are 
listed in a footnote on page 157 of this journal. Under discussion are 
various possibilities for expansion, to include for example non-trade 
publications and to cover material in other than the Roman alphabet. 
The first objective of the Plan is that one copy of every important 
foreign publication be in some American library and recorded cen-
trally in the National Union Catalog. I t  should be noted that be- 
hind the Plan is the belief, substantiated by studies, that our total 
holdings of foreign books has been inadequate and that this is a 
problem that can be solved only on a cooperative basis. The division 
of subject fields among the participating libraries has been a com- 
plex problem and changes in the pattern have been made from time 
to time, but thus far the principle of subject division (specialization) 
has been maintained. 
Inherent in these specialization agreements is a high degree of 
cooperation among American libraries. It  is now clear that cooperation 
in this and other areas is not merely desirable; it is feasible and on a 
large scale, as proved by experiences of the last few years. Moreover, 
cooperative effort among university libraries is extensive and operates 
on many fronts. This is so evident that another article in this journal 
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considers "cooperation" separately. It  should be explained here, how- 
ever, that cooperative effort is one of the most significant of recent 
trends in the development of university library resources. Hardly any 
major activity in this area can be separated from the concept of CO-
operation. 
Mention should be made here, however, of three other cooperative 
resource collecting programs of special importance: the Documents 
Expediting Project, the United States Book Exchange, and the Mid- 
west Inter-Library Center. 
The Documents Expediting Project 21 was set up in 1946 by the Joint 
Committee on Government Publications, representing several national 
organizations, and in cooperation with the Library of Congress, to 
facilitate the procurement and distribution of the almost innumerable 
"processed" federal publications that are not distributed through the 
office of the Superintendent of Documents. Starting with thirty-one 
subscribing libraries, the Project set up a Washington procurement 
office which, in its first four years, "distributed to its cooperating li- 
braries a total of two million pieces at a total recorded expense of 
$38,310.04, or at an average cost of a little less than two cents a piece." 
By January 1952 there were seventy-six libraries in the project. 
The United States Book Exchange 22 was established in 1948, on the 
closing of the American Book Center for War Devastated Libraries, 
as a private, non-profit corporation, under the sponsorship of nineteen 
national organizations, to serve as a clearing house for the exchange 
of library duplicates and to facilitate current publications exchange 
arrangements. By November 1950, there were 715 participating insti- 
tutions, 249 in the United States and 466 in foreign countries, and the 
Exchange was doing a booming land office business amounting to an 
annual turnover of about 200,000 items. It  successfully fills a need 
that has plagued librarians "ever since John Leland's day" by making 
it economically feasible to trade duplicates systematically. The ex-
change work in the United States and Canada is supported by han- 
dling fees; services to libraries abroad, financed initially by a Rocke- 
feller Foundation grant, are now handled as contracts with the De- 
partment of State. Discussions are now underway that may extend the 
scope of the Exchange's activity as an agent for cooperative procure- 
ment programs. 
The Midwest Inter-Library Center, which opened for business late 
in 1951, ranks with the Farmington Plan as a high point in the history 
of library cooperation. A list of pertinent articles is given in the Ad- 
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ditional References to this paper, but a full report should not be made 
here. Its significance for library resources bears repeating however, 
for the Center is far more than a storage warehouse for the less-used 
books of the fifteen libraries now participating. As Colwell said in his 
dedicating speech, "It produces economies, that is true; but its justi- 
fication rests primarily in the fact that it increases the educational 
resources that are available to the member-institutions." 23 It  does 
this, moreover, not merely by pulling together from the members a 
commonly owned collection of bulky research materials, but also 
through the gradual development of a planned acquisitions program 
of its own, for the benefit of the members. Thus it plans to fill in broken 
files of minor journals, develop complete collections of certain foreign 
and state documents, and acquire newspapers on microfilm. For the 
hliddle West, and also for the nation, the center will soon become a 
great source of research strength. 
The Association of Research Libraries, organized in 1932 and now 
comprising about fifty institutional members, is both a symbol and 
a working and planning center for the cooperative movements among 
university and other research libraries. hleeting in full session twice 
a year and supported by working committees, the Association has 
instituted and supported most of the large-scale cooperative programs. 
In the early years of this century librarians who urged such steps 
as specialization agreements and cooperative acquisitions programs 
based their appeal on the "community of interest" among university 
libraries. The first World War raised large problems of governmental 
need for books, particularly in the Peace Conference days, but it 
was not until the late war, with heightened dependence on technical 
research, that the problem of access to research materials became so 
acute that the principle of the "national interest" came to the fore- 
ground in library resources planning. It  is possible that Archibald 
hIacLeish, then Assistant Secretary of State, first gave the idea high- 
level sanction, when in 1945, in response to a proposal from the then 
Acting Librarian of Congress, Luther H. Evans, "that the national 
interest, both in time of war and in time of peace, is intimately affected 
by the holdings of the large research libraries," MacLeish replied "that 
the national interest is directly affected by the holdings of many of 
the private research libraries." 24 
Recognition of this principle hastened the projection of the Farming- 
ton Plan, and in recent years many of the discussions in the Assoca- 
tion of Research Libraries have centered around the need for exten- 
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sion of the Plan or development of other resource collecting programs 
in the national interest. Currently an Association of Research Libraries 
Committee on National Needs is concerning itself with, among other 
things, the adequacy of American research resources. 
I t  must be evident from much that has been said in this paper that 
the Library of Congress, far more than participating, has assumed 
a role of active leadership in all of the contemporary programs to 
enrich the research resources of American libraries. This is in fact a 
primary characteristic of the whole movement. Here is perhaps the 
place to state explicitly also that no discussion of American library re- 
sources can be limited to university libraries; the whole group of 
research libraries, general and specialized, are necessarily involved in 
the matter discussed in this paper. 
The role of the Library of Congress however merits special notice. 
The Library of Congress hlission obviously extended from the Wash- 
ington center. I t  is less frequently remembered that the Farmington 
Plan takes it name from a meeting place of the Council of the Li- 
brarian of Congress. The Library of Congress provides space and cer- 
tain facilities as well as vigorous moral support for the Documents 
Expediting Project and the United States Book Exchange. The Li- 
brary of Congress recently promoted projects to acquire Russian books 
cooperatively and to spread Japanese books, from duplicates at the 
Library of Congress, through the country. And it is through the agency 
of the Library of Congress that the other research libraries of the 
country can share effectively in the support of the national interest. 
The rapid development of the several forms of micro-reproduction 
in very recent years has had an almost revolutionary effect on many 
forms of research, by making the world stock of manuscripts and rare 
books almost the common and accessible property of all scholars and 
all libraries. The complaint of a quarter century ago that American 
libraries, no matter what their efforts, could never match European 
libraries for richness in manuscripts and early printed books, has 
almost been stopped. The large-scale, and often cooperative, filming 
programs are so many and are started so frequently that they cannot 
be even listed here. In fact in this field too libraries are already faced 
with a problem of bibliographical control, to which the recently estab- 
lished Alicrofilming Clearing Hozlsc Bulletin is a partial solution. 
The newly revised and cumulated edition of the Union List of 
hlicrofilm~,'~which records about 25,000 microfilms in 197 institu-
tions, provides a solid retrospective record. I t  also offers some idea 
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of the increase in microfilm resources, for the original edition of 1942 in- 
cluded only 5,221 items. Although many of the major filming programs 
are undertaken commercially, such as those to film all Short Title 
Catalog books and to film early English and ilmerican literary period- 
icals, the materials are generally of university library ~ a l i b r e . ? ~  The 
Library of Congress again is a prime mover in the stockpiling of film, 
with extensive projects in Mexico, England, Europe, and the Middle 
East, to preserve in film groups of manuscripts and scarce printed ma- 
t e r i a l ~ . ~ ~Many university libraries, generally on their own but occa- 
sionally in cooperative venture, have filmed newspaper files or under- 
taken, as at the Bancroft Library, extensive programs to film archival 
materials abroad. The coordination of these scattered and often con- 
current programs, a matter of considerable importance, is being ap- 
proached from several points of view; and more effective use of co-
operative efforts seems desirable. In  view of these problems it appears 
that the whole complex matter of the impact of microphotography on 
library resources deserves its own thorough report and synthesis. 
One pressing consequence of the continually speeding race to keep 
abreast of published materials has been that major research library bool, 
stocks and book stacks have grown so large as to create a difficult and 
expensive social problem. Rider first pointed out that the book col- 
lections of research libraries in this country have been cloubling in size 
on the average every sixteen to twenty years for generations. At Har- 
vard the situation has been of such immediate impact that Harvard 
Librarian K. D. R4etcalf has become the foremost student of the prob- 
lem.29-32 He has analyzed it in general and particular terms, warned 
librarians of the consequences of failure to act soon, and he has pro- 
posed and developed several practical attacks on the problem at 
Harvard and elsewhere. He has dramatically described the growth 
of libraries by observing that "we have as many university libraries 
today in this country with over 1,000,000 volumes as we had in 1920 
with over 250,000-fourteen in each case." He  goes on to the expecta- 
tion that "in 1980 we shall have more libraries with 2,000,000 volumes 
than we had in 1920 with 250,000." 
The New England Deposit Library 33 is one of his answers, provid- 
ing less expensive storage space for little-used books. The hlid-
west Inter-Library Center combines this idea with the elimination 
of most of the duplication involved in the central storage unit. Re- 
cently Metcalf has suggested that both of these approaches are neces- 
sary, and similar developments are under serious discussion in other 
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parts of the country, notably in the Northeast and on the Pacific 
Coast. Some people look to an eventual network of such centers 
throughout the country. Microphotography has of course saved some 
space but is far from being the panacea that some have thought. 
I t  is probable however, that despite all approaches, the problem of 
the geometrical expansion of libraries will be with us for some time. In 
fact one commentator, L. N. Ridenour, former Dean of the Graduate 
College at the University of Illinois, has suggested that the exponential 
rate of growth is a normal characteristic of every worth-while aspect 
of human life and that the recent falling off from this rate in some of 
our largest libraries is a measure of the inadequacy of present library 
methods.34 
Librarians are in fact faced with the dilemma of seeing their col- 
lections grow beyond financial and bibliographical control and at the 
same time recognizing that their collections, in the aggregate, are 
often inadequate and uneven in quality. 
In 1905 E. C. Richardson was disturbed by the uneven distribution 
of library resources in this country. Carl Hintz in reporting on the 
notable acquisitions of 1948-49 observed that relatively few libraries 
were involved, notably those in the Northeast and hlidclle West and to 
an increasing extent those on the Pacific Coast. From the Great Plains- 
Rocky hlountain region and from the South and Southwest, the re- 
ports were few and isolated. The distribution is still uneven and may 
always be so to a considerable extent since the concentration of rich 
libraries will normally follow a concentration of population and 
wealth. The sharp rise in these factors has, for example, very appre- 
ciably altered the library picture on the Pacific Coast in the last two 
decades. Symbolic of this change, if the writer may be permitted, is 
the development of the University of California at Los Angeles, the 
youngest of the wealthy state un i~ e r s i t i e s . ~~  
The relatively recent and richly endowed Duke Uiliversity has per- 
formed an equal service in the Southeast. This region, traditionally 
book-poor, has, however, admirably advanced its position in recent 
years by the leverage of its own boot straps. In  enlightened coopera- 
tive efforts and the intelligent exploitation of existing resources no 
other region can quite match the S o u t h e a ~ t . ~ ~ - ~ ~  Regional cooperation 
in the development and recording and storing of resources is of course 
a major characteristic of recent university library activity. 
The discussion above notes some of the trends to be observed in 
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university library resources in this country during the last half cen-
tury, but notably in the last fifteen years. 
The result is a picture of some optimism, for indeed the whole 
periocl is dramatically short. There has been much bold activity and 
generous thinking. This seems especially true in the recent period 
when many projects, long hoped for, have finally come into being. 
There are of course still many unsolved problems. The distribution 
of resources and bibliographical control over them require much 
effort. There are areas of subject and geography in which our re-
sources all told are perhaps critically weak, and we are still far indeed 
from even knowing what the total of publication may have been up 
to now.ll 
The advances that have been made, however, were sharply saluted 
by Wright who said recently that "the center of gravity for research has 
shifted from Europe to the United States, and the center of gravity of 
libraries has also shifted from the old world to the new . . . the de- 
velopment . . . has been so phenomenal . . . that now it is sometimes 
necessary for European scholars to come to America to find materials 
for the histories of their own countries." 39 Fifteen years ago the report 
was quite different. 
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